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It isn’t coincidence that 
the UK Rotax Drivers 
are the Best in the 
World or Europe

Who knows ....it could  
make YOU into the next  
Rotax World or  
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The likes of Benjy Russell, Luke Varley, 
Ben Cooper, Sean Babbington,  
Harry Webb all started their  
racing in the UK, and have  
been members of TVKC  
racing at the world famous  
PF International kart circuit.
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GERD OHRNBERGER PAULO PINHEIRO
Welcome to all drivers of the 13th Rotax 

MAX Challenge Grand Finals 2012 in 

Portimao, Portugal.

As every year the Rotax 
MAX Challenge Grand Finals 
will be the most important 
event, the highlight of the 
karting race season. I am 
personally proud to be your 
host for this extraordinary 
event and to be part of the 
Rotax MAX family. I want 
to express my appreciation 
to all participants in this 
important competition.

Two years ago we 
have introduced a new 
category – the 125 MAX 
DD2 Masters. In the fi rst 
year 36 drivers started 
in that new class and it 

is a great pleasure to welcome already 60 drivers in this 
category this year. 

This year I am particularly looking forward to the new 
Internet Live Broadcast, which allows all karting enthusiasts 
all over the world to be a part of our Grand Finals.

Warm welcome to our 276 drivers from more than 60 
nations from all over the world here at 'Kartódromo 
Internacional do Algarve' and to all our Rotax partners. 
Also great thanks to everybody involved in the 
organization. Without their passion and hard work this 
event would not be one of the most successful karting 
events in the world.

Accordingly I like to wish all the participants much success 
and a fair and safe competition. – Good luck to all of you!

DI Gerd Ohrnberger
Vice-President and General Manager BRP-Powertrain

Hosting a major world karting event like the Rotax MAX 
Challenge Grand Finals in the Kartódromo Internacional 
do Algarve, is for all of us hosts, organisers and partners, 
like Korridas (offi cial distributor of the brand for the Iberian 
Peninsula), a matter of great pride.

The concept of the event, which has 
the support of the CIK/FIA itself, is 
very attractive. It is a series of karting 
races at the highest world level, 
organized by BRP-Powertrain and 
their distributors. The only engines 
allowed are Rotax engines, which 
are pre-checked and sealed, so that 
every participant has a chance 
to have an equal performance. 
The sporting and technical 
regulation is also defi ned by 
BRP-Powertrain.

This ‘one-make motor’ formula, together with 
the mandatory use of a single type of tyres (MOJO ®), means 
that the success in the competition is exclusively the result of 
the driver’s ability and experience, along with the combination 
of the engine and chassis.
More than 270 drivers from 60 countries around the world 
will be present in one of the best karting tracks in Europe, 
the demanding yet beautiful, Kartódromo Internacional 
do Algarve. It should be noted that Portugal also has fi ve 
distinguished representatives: Tiago Ribeiro, Gaivão Gonçalo, 
Bruno Borlido, Pedro Paixão e Henrique Baptista.

For this event, which is a true world championship race, we 
believe that all conditions are met to guarantee that, from 
28th November to 1st December, and with an intense 4 day 
program, the 13th edition of the Rotax MAX Challenge Grand 
Finals will be a huge success.

The Grand Finals will take place on 

Saturday, December 1st. We count on your 

presence!

Paulo Pinheiro
CEO Parkalgar (KIA)

As every year the Rotax 
MAX Challenge Grand Finals 
will be the most important 
event, the highlight of the 
karting race season. I am 
personally proud to be your 
host for this extraordinary 
event and to be part of the 
Rotax MAX family. I want 
to express my appreciation 
to all participants in this 
important competition.

Two years ago we 
have introduced a new 
category – the 125 MAX 
DD2 Masters. In the fi rst 
year 36 drivers started 
in that new class and it 

is a great pleasure to welcome already 60 drivers in this 

like Korridas (offi cial distributor of the brand for the Iberian 
Peninsula), a matter of great pride.

The concept of the event, which has 
the support of the CIK/FIA itself, is 
very attractive. It is a series of karting 
races at the highest world level, 
organized by BRP-Powertrain and 
their distributors. The only engines 
allowed are Rotax engines, which 
are pre-checked and sealed, so that 

This ‘one-make motor’ formula, together with 
the mandatory use of a single type of tyres (MOJO ®), means 
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BNLKartingSeries
www.

.COM

2012 Host of the first Euromax, 
CIK World Cup KZ1-KZ2,

wsk, DKM, BNL...

BNL 2012 WINNERS NOW COMPETING IN THE GRAND FINALS:
JUNIOR MAX Sam SCHIPPERS NETHERLANDS
JUNIOR MAX Pepijn STEEMAN NETHERLANDS
SENIOR MAX Berry TORENVLIET NETHERLANDS
SENIOR MAX Michael COOL BELGIUM
DD2 Christophe ADAMS BELGIUM
DD2 Xen De RUWE BELGIUM
DD2 Leon De VISSER NETHERLANDS
DD2 Mathias DETIGE BELGIUM
DD2 Garkaklis HARALDS LATVIA
DD2 Masters Lambert FLORENT UNITED KINGDOM

3 RACE WEEKENDS
ALL ROTAX CLASSES

GREAT PRIZES
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2000  Puerto Rico
 Gavin Cronje 

(South Africa) - 125 MAX 

2001  Malaysia
 Claudio P.Musso 

(South Africa) - 125 MAX 

2002  South Africa
 Mark Cronje 

(South Africa) - 125 MAX 

2003  Egypt
 Christiano Morgado 

(South Africa) - 125 MAX 
 Omar Martin 

(Spain) - 125 JUNIOR MAX

2004  Spain
 Wesleigh Orr 

(South Africa) - RM1 
 Benjamin Salvatore 

(France) - 125 JUNIOR MAX

2005  Malaysia
 Wesleigh Orr 

(South Africa) - RM1 
 Luuk Glansdorp 

(The Netherlands) - 125 MAX 
 Satya Rasa 

(Indonesia) - 125 MAX MASTERS 
 Kenneth Hildebrand 

(Estonia) - 125 JUNIOR MAX 

2006  Portugal
 Ben George 

(Austria) – 125 MAX DD2 
 Ricardo Romkema 

(The Netherlands) - 125 MAX 
 Luc Sauriol 

(Canada) - 125 MAX MASTERS 
 Jorrit Pex 

(Belgium) - 125 JUNIOR MAX 

2007  UAE
 Pier-Luc Ouellette 

(Canada) – 125 MAX DD2 
 Christophe Adams 

(Belgium) – 125 MAX DD2 MASTERS 
 Benjy Russell 

(United Kingdom) - 125 MAX 
 Colin Davis 

(UK) - 125 MAX MASTERS 

 Kevin Korjus 
(Estonia) - 125 MAX JUNIOR 
NatioNs Cup – CaNada

2008  Italy

 Leeroy Poulter 
(South Africa) – 125 MAX DD2 
 Dennis Kroes 

(Netherlands) – 125 MAX DD2 MASTERS 
 Ben Cooper 

(United Kingdom) - 125 MAX 
 Martin Pierce 

(Ireland) - 125 MAX MASTERS 
 Facundo Chapur 

(Argentinia) - 125 MAX JUNIOR 
NatioNs Cup – uK

2009  Egypt

 Caleb Williams 
(South Africa) - 125 MAX DD2 
 J. Perez Santander 

(Spain) - 125 MAX DD2 MASTERS 
 Luke Varley 

(United Kingdom) - 125 MAX 
 Christophe Adams 

(Belgium) - 125 MAX MASTERS 
 Ukyo Sasahara 

(Japan) - 125 JUNIOR MAX 
NatioNs Cup – uK

2010  Italy

 Daniel Morad 
(Canada) – 125 MAX DD2
 Scott Campbell 

(Canada) – 125 MAX DD2 MASTERS
 Caleb Williams 

(South Africa) - 125 MAX
 Martin Rump 

(Estonia) - 125 JUNIOR MAX
NatioNs Cup – spaiN

2011  UAE

 Pier-Luc Ouellette 
(Canada) - 125 MAX DD2 
 Cristiano Morgado 

(South Africa) - 125 MAX DD2 MASTERS
 Ben Cooper 

(United Kingdom) - 125 MAX
 Ukyo Sasahara 

(Japan) - 125 JUNIOR MAX 
NatioNs Cup – australia
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UKYO SASAHARA
125 Junior MAX Champion
“It was really a fantastic feeling to win the Rotax 
Grand Finals title for a second time, also knowing 
that nobody else has ever done this in Junior 
MAX class. Before the race in Al Ain, I worked 
hard because I really wanted to win. And when 
I won this race, it changed my racing career. My 

dream to live and race in Europe came true. If I had not won this race, it 
might have been impossible. So I want to say big thank you to 'ROTAX' 
for the brilliant event they organize every year and to my parents for 
their support. ”

BEN COOPER
125 MAX Champion
“This year the Rotax Grand Finals is going to be 
a little different than usual for me. Not only am 
I racing for team Canada, but it is the fi rst time 
that I will be racing DD2 in the Grand Finals so 
everything is going to be new for me. Last year 
was truly fantastic for me. I took the Senior title 

in the Rotax Euro Challenge and the Grand Finals. This year has been no 
different, winning the Florida Winter Tour, the Eastern Canadian Karting 
Championships and the Canadian Karting Championships so hopefully I 
can continue my winning ways at the Grand Finals.”

PIER-LUC OUELLETTE 
125 MAX DD2 Champion
“The fi nal in 2011 was harder than the one in 
2007 when I won my fi rst world title on the same 
track. This is why I put pressure on myself to win 
again in 2011. And my 6th Rotax Grand Finals 
appearance will be the hardest one yet, with 
very fast drivers like Ben Cooper (current Senior 

Champion who will race in DD2 this year) and Nicolas Latifi  (who fought 
with me for the win in 2011) also qualifi ed. I am confi dent I can run up 
front but you never know what can happen. I will do everything I can to 
go back home again with a trophy.”

CRISTIANO MORGADO 
125 MAX DD2 MASTERS Champion
“I am really grateful for my win in 2011, it is a dream 
even to qualify to attend Rotax Grand Finals and I am 
really happy that it went fantastically well. Thank you 
to my father Rui, Ralf and Henry Odendaal, and Steven 
Chapman for helping me to get this result. 
For this year I will do my best to win, there are a lot of 

great drivers competing. It is a blessing to win such an event and hopefully I 
will be able to.”

2011



MOJO TYRES – ROTAX RUBBER OF CHOICE
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ECOMING
BRP-Powertrain and Heidenau celebrate 1,000,000th Mojo tyre with Japan’s Rotax 

distributors Matsudo Eisei and Kitatomi Megumu.
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1,000,000, what a number! 
Within a few years, from 2005 until 2011 
to be precise, the cooperation between 
BRP-Powertrain (Rotax) and Heidenau has 
proven to be a very successful story in the 
world of Karting. With the offi cial handing 
over of the 1,000,000th tyre to Matsudo 
Eisei and Kitatomi Megumu, Japan’s Rotax 
distributors, the path is set to continue 
towards new and ambitious goals.
In 2004 Rotax approached German tyre 
manufacturer Heidenau to manufacture a 
tyre with very demanding requirements. 
Nothing else than the perfect tyre for the 
Rotax MAX Challenge was defi ned in 
the specifi cations, thus requiring a stable 
grip level and a longer durability than 
comparable products on the market. 
As the following years proved, the 

challenging outlook of producing tyres 
in the six-digit amounts should not be 
unrealistic. After a very demanding 
development phase, the fi rst tyre rolled out 
in 2005 under the new brand name Mojo. 
Generally speaking, tyres are a simple 
product, they are black and round, but 
of course it is not that easy. In fact they 
are a very sophisticated product, and 
considering Mojo tyres are used in Rotax 
MAX Challenge races all over the world, 
the requirements in terms of quality and 
equality are very high. Especially the 
equality is crucial to the concept of racing a 
single make engine/tyre class, which is why 
Mojo is rigorously having tested the quality 
and performance of every production 
batch by current and former Rotax MAX 
Challenge race drivers. Therefore, Mojo 

tyres have been manufactured to the 
DIN EN ISO 9001 standard ever since, 
and with the introduction of the new 

BRP and 
Heidenau team 

celebrate the 
1,000,000th 

Mojo tyre with 
Matsudo Eisei 
and Kitatomi 

Megumu, 
Japan’s Rotax 

distributors
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PCA (Poly Cyclic Aromatics) free and CIK 
homologated tyres in 2011, Mojo tyres can 
be raced all around the globe. This opened 
up completely new markets, such as Japan 
and England. The new opportunities were 
immediately followed by the substantial 
sales increases in England and Japan and 
fi nally the handing over of the 1,000,000th 
tyre to Kitatomi Megumu, only six years 
after the introduction. 
Every tyre is stored for a certain period at 
the factory to guarantee an even 
curing time. Barcodes on each 
tyre make them identifi able 

Above, different phases of Mojo 
manufacturing process by German tyre 
manufacturer Heidenau, one of which 
stamps a barcode on each tyre to make 
it identifiable through the digital Tyre 
Tracking System (TTS). The TTS is not only 
a tool for quality assurance, but also eases 
the distribution and the handling of tyres 
at the track.

Every tyre is stored for a certain period at 
the factory to guarantee an even 

EVERY TYRE IS STORED FOR A CERTAIN PERIOD AT THE 

FACTORY TO GUARANTEE AN EVEN CURING TIME.

and provide the possibility to follow and 
analyze the life of the tyre, from leaving 
the assembly line at the factory until the 
very last lap on the track. The system that 
is used is called TTS (Tyre Tracking System), 
it is fully digital, and not only a viable tool 
for quality assurance, but also eases the 
distribution and, most importantly, the 
handling of tyres at the track. Through 
the use of this system, Rotax was able to 
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and mechanics focus on the preparation of 
the kart and themselves. 
From the first D1 tyre in 2005 to the 
current product portfolio, Mojo has come a 
long way. Not less than six different tyres, 
CX (Dry/Wet crossover), C2 (Slick soft), D1 
(Slick hard), D2 (Slick medium), D3 (Slick 
soft) and W2 (Rain tyre) are used in Micro 
MAX (CX, C2), Mini MAX (CX, C2), Junior 
MAX (D1), MAX (D2) and MAX DD2 (D3) 
classes at the Rotax MAX Challenge Grand 
Finals, and almost every Rotax race on this 
planet. Interesting to note that the usage 
of the specific tyre types may vary from 
country to country.
“The success of Mojo tyres - they care to 
point out at BRP - would not have been 
possible without the support of Reifenwerk 
Heidenau, our distributors and dealers, 
race organizers and the drivers, mechanics 
and their families and sponsors!”

reduce the stress and excitement from 
handling tyres and fuel at the Parc-Fermè. 
Everybody who has witnessed how hectic 
it is during these minutes before the race 
knows how important it is to let the drivers 
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KEVIN KORJUS

 Young Estonian  driver Kevin Korjus 
took the karting world by storm. After 
joining the Rotax Euro Challenge in 2006 
at 13 to fi nish an exciting 6th, the following 
year Kevin found an inspired win in Al Ain 
to claim the Junior World title of the most 
successful single-make series, only few 
month after taking the runner-up title of 
the highly competitive Euro Challenge. 

The following season, his extremely busy 
schedule saw him racing in karting – where 
he grabbed the runner-up title in the Rotax 
MAX Challenge Grand Finals Junior class 
in Italy and the title in the Euro Challenge 
- as well as making his debut in single 
seaters in the Formula Renault 2.0 Finland 
series. Three wins and 2nd place overall 
were followed by a Top 5 position in FR 
2.0 Northern Europe series the following 
season, and by the FR 2.0 Europe title in 
2010 with a whopping 9 wins.

Quite astonishingly, Kevin soon displayed 
his speed and his maturity on track and 
moved up the ranks in Formula Renault, 
landing a seat in FR 3.5 in 2011 and 
becoming the youngest driver ever to take 
part in the series.

His fi rst season in FR 3.5 proved a kick. 
Kevin took 3 wins and 4 podiums, 
fi nishing 6th overall in the championship 
and paving the way for his F1 debut. On 
16th November 2011 Kevin had his fi rst 
shot on a Lotus Renault F1 car at the Yas 
Marina circuit in Abu Dhabi for the iRace 
Professional programme test.

But his phenomenal ascent and his 
connection to the Rotax world are still 
fresh in the record. Kevin’s success days in 
karting have contributed to make the Rotax 
Championships a valuable, fundamental 
step for his professional upbringing in 
motorsport.

Follow Kevin Korjus on  
www.kevinkorjus.ee

2011  
 6th in Formula Renault 3.5 Series
2010  
 Champion in Formula Renault 2.0 Eurocup
2009  
 5th in Formula Renault 2.0 NEC
2008  
 Runner-up in Formula Renault 2.0 Finland
  Runner-up in Rotax MAX Challenge Grand Finals 
(Junior MAX)
 Champion in Rotax MAX Euro Challenge (Junior MAX)
2007  
 Runner-up in Rotax MAX Euro Challenge (Junior MAX)
  Champion in Rotax MAX Challenge Grand Finals 
(Junior MAX)
 Champion in Rotax MAX Challenge Estonia (Junior MAX)
2006  
 6th in Rotax MAX Euro Challenge (Junior MAX)
 13th in Rotax MAX Challenge Grand Finals (Junior MAX)
 Champion in Rotax MAX Challenge Estonia (Junior MAX)

 RACING CAREER

2007 Rotax MAX Challenge 
Grand Finals Junior 
Champion Kevin Korjus 
made the break in Formula 
One late last year with a 
test drive for Lotus Renault 
that propelled the Estonian 
driver to world attention.
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ow at its 13th edition, the 
Rotax MAX Challenge 
Grand Finals is not only 
one of the most exciting 

karting events in the world, 
but it’s also the best in making full use 
of technological advancements, always 
bringing the event right at the fans’ 
doorstep. The Rotax MAX Challenge 
Grand Finals team will make sure that 
all Rotaxians across the world will be 
able to experience the event as if 
they were in Portimao with constant 
News updates on the official website 
and Facebook page, with the Live 
Broadcasting and videos on the Web 
TV, and with the Live Timing during 
the on track sessions lap by lap, split 
by split.

Web TV Live Broadcasting
The Rotax MAX Challenge Grand 
Finals have always been pioneer 
in the karting industry employing 

breakthrough solutions at technical, 
organizational, and communications 
level. For its 2012 edition, the Rotax MAX 
Challenge Grand Finals will once again 
exceed expectations, becoming the first 
ever karting event to be broadcasted 
Live entirely on the superb Web TV 
powered by Kart Data. Besides the Live 

Broadcasting, you have access to special 
video content, interviews, and much 
more, all accessible on the official Rotax 
MAX Challenge Grand Finals website 
www.maxchallenge-rotax.com/event2012/ 
race_tv.html

Rotax MAX Challenge Grand 
Finals website 
The official website of the event is a 
must for all fans looking for detailed 

information 
of the event, news 
roundup, picture gallery, race 
results, and useful links.
Visit www.maxchallengerotax.
com/event2012/grand_final.html

Facebook
If you are still not connected to the Rotax 
world via Facebook, join the Grand Finals 
page to get the best of the fun from 
Portimao and actively participate with 
the protagonists of the event.
Join the Grand Finals Facebook 
page on  www.facebook.com/
ROTAXKART?fref=ts

Live Timing & PID-System
Follow the action, lap by lap, split 
by split on the Live Timing page 
powered by Kart Data 
http://live2012.kart-data.com/RGF/
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www.kart-rotax.com

ONE DREAM. ONE CONCEPT.
GET INTO POLE WITH ROTAX MICRO MAX

AND THE ROTAX MAX CHALLENGE!

FIND ROTAX-
NEW AGE KARTING

ON FACEBOOK

Take the fast lane to bring your career into pole 
and let the unique combination of hi-tech 
engines and worldwide kart racing formula 
accelerate your dreams into reality.

Take the fast lane to bring your career into pole Take the fast lane to bring your career into pole 
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he Kartódromo Internacional 
do Algarve is one of the most 
modern karting circuits in 
Europe and it is located in the 
southern part of Portugal, in the 
Algarve tourist region, known 
for its tourist attractions, good 
weather, white sandy beaches 
and good fi sh. We travelled to 
Portimão on a hot day of August 

just to have a look at the facilities 
and to get the fi rst impressions of 
this track. The goal was to experience 
in advance the emotions of the 276 
drivers that qualifi ed to the 2012 
Rotax MAX Challenge Grand Finals in 
November. For the track test, the Rotax 
and Intrepid distributor for Portugal 
and Spain Korridas offered us to use 
an Intrepid Cruiser DD2 and a MAX-
powered Praga Dragon.  
The kart track is part of a big 
complex that highlights the car 
racing circuit where several of the 
most important car and motorbike 
races at international level are held. 
The complex is 15 minutes away from 
the city of Portimão, 70 km from the 
nearest international airport of Faro, 
and 200 km from Lisbon and.
The circuit was inaugurated in 2010, 
and is known for its big and modern 
facilities. The 1,600 meters long track 
has a very smooth surface. It’s a fast 
track with a long straight of nearly 
400 meters, due to the fact that the 
main straight ends in a smooth right 
corner, which is done completely at full 

The Kartódromo Internacional do Algarve (KIA) will host the 13th edition of the 
Rotax MAX Challenge Grand Finals from 24th November - 1st December. We 
travelled to Portimão on a hot day of August to have a look at the facilities and to 
get the fi rst impressions of the track.

throttle, to access the second straight 
section to the real fi rst corner. This 
allows a high speed and full throttle for 
more than 12 seconds.
In this aspect, Portimão is a fast track, 
similar to other reference circuits 
in international karting, like Zuera 
International Circuit (Spain), although 
in the case of Portimão, we also fi nd 
a much slower and technical part and, 
perhaps, even more selective. This 
means that Portimao is a circuit with 
a large contrast between the areas 
of maximum acceleration and slower 
parts.
The width of the track, between 8 and 
9 meters, can be a little bit narrow, 
considering the high average speed 
and compared with other modern 
international kart tracks where the 
width goes up to 10 meters. However 
this does not take away the beauty of 
this spectacular circuit, marking it as 
a fast and selective track with several 
overtaking areas, which need 
a great confi dence and 
trust from the driver.
In fact, the 2012 Rotax 
Grand Finals will see 
the largest entry 
list in the history of 

allows a high speed and full throttle for 

The width of the track, between 8 and 

Kartódromo Internacional 
Algarve - Portimão
Sítio de Escampadinho , Mexilhoeira 
Grande
8500-148 Portimão 
Algarve - Portugal
T. +351 282 405 650 
F. +351 282 405 697
kia@parkalgar.com 
www.kartodromoportimao.com

Circuit length: 1,600 metres
Circuit width: 8-9 metres
Paddock and parking: big and fully 
serviced

the event, reaching 276 drivers in the 
four categories to be contested - 125 
MAX Junior, 125 MAX, 125 MAX DD2, 
125 MAX DD2 Masters. Plus, the 310 
drivers mark will be reached thanks to 
the 34 participants in the non-title race 
for Spanish and Portuguese drivers of 
the Rotax Micro Max category (7-12 
years).

Tough 
ride ahead
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to properly control the kart while the 
centrifugal force increases outwards 
(to the left). By braking a bit sooner, it 
will be easier to insert the kart correctly 
in the right-hand, but will leave some 
opportunity for the other drivers to 
overtake. By delaying braking, it will 
make overtaking from drivers behind 
more diffi cult, but will be a signifi cant 
increase in the diffi culty of controlling the 
kart to keeping the inside of the corner 
without losing the line.
The fi nal part of the corner closes to the 
right to link to a left corner with equal 
angle and radius, making a «zigzag» 
(right-left) where it may be appropriate 
to use both internal curbs to earn some 
extra meters and extend slightly the angle, 
always when this does not compromise too 

1  We access the main straight in which 
is situated the fi nish line, drawing a 
quick 90 degree corner that can be done 
with full throttle and opening maximum 
outwards to get the highest possible 
speed to the fi nish line. The straight 
is wide and about 200 meters long; 
the kart reaches the maximum speed, 
depending on the chosen gear ratio 
(usually a very long gear ratio) and can 
exceed 125 km / h in the case of a Rotax 
125 MAX or 135 km / h on a DD2.
It is always full throttle, even when 
you reach the fi rst corner of the track, 
which is a smooth, wide right hand 
with a very large radius, which means 
that it is almost an extension of the 
home straight, or a smooth link with the 
second part of the straight.
2  This second part of the straight is 

about 175 meters long, slightly shorter 
than the fi rst one. However you can 
maintain the high speed or in the case 
of the fastest karts as the Rotax DD2, 
you may continue to rise slightly before 
braking for the fi rst real corner. In 
total, the acceleration zone in Portimão 
amounts to about 12 seconds during 

1 2

3

Let’s see the main 

characteristics of this 

modern circuit, section by 

section.

which the driver must concentrate on 
getting the maximum speed, and where 
the slipstream can be essential in the 
race.

3  First braking point. After this section, 
it’s time to face the fi rst major braking 
point of the track. It is one of the most 
selective points of the track, precisely 
due to the high-speed that you reach 
before this corner. In fact, there are three 
different angles that form an irregular 
corner with decreasing radius, that will 
lead to an added diffi culty for the driver 
in the braking manoeuvre.
The fi rst of the three angles can be done 
without lifting off the throttle before 
braking hard. It all depends on braking 
capacity of the kart and driver’s skills 
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third hard braking point. This is the point 
where overtaking occurs more often.
Braking should be hard and efficient in 
order to reduce speed before drawing 
the 180 degrees radius left hand corner. 
It is a sharp corner and relatively slow 
that breaks the fast rhythm to which we 
were used up until then.
The harsh and sudden decrease in speed 
makes this braking point very selective as 
sometimes it is difficult to draw correctly 
this left corner using the inner vertex.

7  Corner exit must be done partializing 
the accelerator without opening the gas 
completely because then we will find 
another wide right-hand corner that can 
be done full throttle using as wide a line 
as possible, to allow us gaining speed 
towards another short straight not even 

much kart control on the outside of the left 
corner when you go back to full throttle.

4  After this area a short straight 
follows where we accelerate full throttle 
to reach maximum speed from the 
outside of the left corner to the outside 
of the next 180 degree corner, this time a 
right hand corner of medium radius.
This section is long enough to gain speed 
and get ready to brake hard for a second 
time, before tackling the next right-hand 
corner. This 180 degrees corner needs an 
appropriate braking force in order to seek 
the internal apex as soon as possible for 
controlling the throttle on the output of 
the corner where it tends to rise slightly. 
It is appropriate to exploit the width of 
the track on the exit of the corner, even 
using the outside curb.

5  Then we arrive to another faster area 
of the circuit, a smooth left bend with an 
extremely spacious radius allowing us to 
do it without lifting off the throttle. This 
is followed by a straight and a left corner, 
again with a wide radius, which we reach 
at a considerable speed and in which, 
depending on the type of kart and the 
grip, we may do it at full speed (in the 
case of a Rotax 125 MAx) or we must 
slightly lift off the throttle in case of the 
Rotax DD2.
In both cases, the centrifugal force is 
considerable and requires the driver 
to keep maximum concentration and 
endurance.

6  We reached another small straight of 
about 100 meters at high speed, parallel 
to the main straight, that leads us to the 

4

5

76

This section is long enough to 
gain speed and get ready to 

brake hard for a second time, before 
tackling the next right-hand corner.

5A

7A
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100 meters long.

8  After this short straight, we come 
to a 90 degrees right-hand corner of 
medium radius that can be drawn at 
considerable speed without braking at 
the entrance. You need only to lift slightly 
off the throttle to reach the inner corner. 
From the inner vertex, go back quickly 
to full throttle to reach the outside of 
the corner with strong acceleration, also 
taking advantage of the full width of the 
track.

9  Again the speed rapidly increases the 
output of this fast right-hand corner and 
the straight section that follows, a short 
straight that leads us quickly to another 
key point of the track. Hard and «neat» 
braking will be needed to do the slower 

corners of Portimão.
It’s a fast section of two consecutive 
right-left corners, both with an angle of 
180 degrees and short radius. This means 
two slow corners which we must do at 
a very controlled speed partializing the 
accelerator.
The right hand corner can be complicated 
if we failed to brake properly and find 
the inner vertex. We immediately meet 
the left closed angle, again requiring 
a correct partializing of the throttle 
while using the steering wheel gently. 
By drawing the curve properly to the 
outside, which progressively opens, 
allows us to have maximum acceleration 
out of this curve.

10  We reach final part of the track. 
A new acceleration straight about 80 

meters leads us to the last two corners 
before reaching the finish line. Two 
linked corners, both of 90 degrees and 
average radius. At the first 90 degrees 
corner we must brake quickly to reduce 
slightly the speed and to search the inner 
apex, which we leave at full throttle and 
opening the line using the outside curb. 
From here we will start to draw the 
second 90 degrees corner, the last of 
the lap before the home straight, using 
a slightly wider line than the previous 
one. It is a fast corner that can be done 
full throttle, but controlling the steering 
wheel firmly to maintain an ideal line 
(outside-inside-outside). We need to take 
full advantage of the entire width of the 
track, using the outside curb that leads 
us to the first part of the long straight at 
full gas.

10

8 9

8A

9A

A fast section of 
two consecutive 

right-left corners, both 
with 180 degree angles 
and short radius. 

10A
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For the third time and after La Conca and Al Ain last year, 
SODI will be an Official Partner of the Grand Finals. Again, 
it is both a great honor and a pride for our company to 
allow 72 drivers from around the world to experience the 
performance of our latest Celesta SODI chassis equipped 
with the fantastic Rotax MAx engine. We are sure the 
drivers will be delighted with their Sodi karts as they 
speed around the superb Portimao track.
 
As a major partner of Rotax for over 22 years, the 
Sodikart Group (Sodi, Itaka, Box’s, Tekneex, Mekaone) 
works every day to promote karting around the world. As 
such, today we are very proud to support Rotax in what 
we regard as one of the most important and exciting 
races in the world.
 
Congratulations to Rotax for its outstanding organization 
and good luck to all the participants in the 13th Rotax 
Grand Finals.

We are so proud and happy to confirm our partnership 
with Rotax for the second consecutive year. Even in the 
next Grand Finals, which will take place in Portugal, we 
will supply the Birel RY 30 - S4 chassis to the drivers of 
the Junior class. This collaboration provides additional 
international prestige to our brand, but above all it gives 
us the opportunity of working with so many teams and 
drivers involved in the segment of the youth karting. 
This will also provide useful feedbacks from an industry 
important to us, both from the commercial and the purely 
competitive point of view. Our worldwide distribution 
network is very busy with the Rotax programmes in the 
relevant countries. We think that playing an active role 
in the Grand Finals is also an opportunity of finalizing in 
the best possible way an activity which in fact we carry 
out during the whole racing season, developing specific 
products and various promotional initiatives through our 
distribution network. This year’s chassis will be the model 
RY 30 - S4, an evolution from the one we successfully 
used in the last season. This is the best-selling Birel model 
in the competitive arena, versatile and able to enhancing 
the value of each driver.

gildas merian SODIkartronni sala bIrel

junior max, max, dd2, dd2 masters
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Cooperating with Rotax the past two years for the Grand 
Finals event has been a great experience, thanks to the 
perfect organization, to the great enthusiasm everybody 
is showing and to the efforts being made to turn the 
event into a real success.
We are excited and proud to supply the chassis for the 
DD2 Masters class again and have been very motivated in 
further developing our Edox DD2 kart and make it almost 
perfect to suit the superb performance of the Rotax DD2 
engine, to be able to offer drivers a fast, reliable and top 
class product.
Congratulations to all drivers who have qualified for the 
Grand Finals and wish them good luck and enjoy the race 
in Portimao.

When Lothar and Wilhelm Hetschel manufactured their 
first kart 43 years ago in the cellar of their father’s house, 
in Zuffenhausen/Stuttgart – the Porsche and Mercedes-
Benz city, none of them could imagine today’s high tech 
production in a modern 2,000 m² production facility at 
Brackenheim-Meimsheim. Racing and competition were 
always their passion and one of the greatest sporting 
achievements in the newer time was the double win of 
the European Championship Formula A in 2002. After this 
outstanding result, Mach1 focused on production of non 
competition karts.
2009 could be taken as turning point for Mach1’s 
competition karting. Under the lead of Martin Hetschel - 
the son of Lothar Hetschel -  the newborn factory racing 
team “Mach1 Motorsport” was created. Since then, Mach1 
had again a huge success on both sporting and marketing 
side, improving performance and design of its products.
The next goal is to spread of the Mach1 brand at 
international level. Therefore we are proud and thankful 
that Rotax gave us the great opportunity to present 
Mach1 at their mega event “Rotax MAx Challenge Grand 
Finals”. We wish good luck and sporting competition to 
all the participants of the 2012 Rotax MAx Challenge 
Grand Finals in Portimao!

Jorn Haase haaSemartin HetscHel Mach1 kart
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 For more info visit Birel offi cial website www.birel.com

Homologation: 25/CH/14

Front Stabilizer: Standard 

Rear Stabilizer: Optional

Side Stabilizer: Standard

Ø Tubes: 30

Wheel Base: 1,045 mm

Rear Width: 645

Front Width: 715

Length: 1,600

Axle: 50X2x1,040f

Ø Spindle: 25

Braking System: Hydraulic Cx

Rear Brake Disc: 200X7 A

Tank Capacity: 10 Lit Ca

Steering Wheel: 320 Mts

Disk Carrier: 50 Hq

Crown Carrier: 50 Hq

Front Hubs: 85 Hi-Tech

Rear Hubs: 50X95 Hi-Tech

Wheels: DF130+DF210

Wheelbase: 1,048 mm

Frame: Double tube removable, CIK approved. 
Removable front stabilizer, adjustable 
front chassis geometry using eccentrics

Tube: Chrome molybdenum steel, ø 28 / ø 30

Rear axle: Hollow steel, ø 50 - 3 bearings, ø 80

Axle bearing 
supports:

Anodised, quick release, ø 80

Stub axles: ø 25 mm

Rear hubs: Long with twin pinch bolts, anodized, 
fully machined, L. 90 mm

Brake: 4 pistons hydraulic brake system. CIK 
approved under number 37/FR/14

Brake disk: Floating, turbo ventilated, thickness 18 
mm with increased ventilation

Front wheels: Magnesium, 130 mm

Rear wheels: Magnesium, 212 mm

Tank: Removable 8.5 L

Seat: Clear polyester

Steering wheel: Aluminum with suede-type covering, 
Sodi logo embroiled

Security: Protective base plate for brake disk, 
brake pedal with 2 points attachment, 
integral chain

Frame colour: Dark grey + varnish

Bodywork: KG Sodi CIK approved

Rear bumper: KG plastic

JUNIOR MAX BIREL RY30 MAX SODI CELESTA

 For more info visit Sodi offi cial website www.sodikart.com

JUNIOR MAX, MAX, DD2, DD2 MASTERS
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Homologation: Rotax DD2 and CIK/FIA 161/CH/14

Tubes Diameter: 30 mm CrMo steel

Wheel Base: 1,048 mm

Torsion bars: 2 exchangeable front bars

Track front: 5 positions

Camber/Caster: Sniper adjusters

Hubs: aluminium

Brakes: HRP VHX EvoX CIK/FIA 164/FR/14

Rims: DWT VLV 132/212 magnesium

Dry weight: 86 kg (with D3 tyres and Rotax 
MAX DD2 engine)

Homologation: EDOX 30 – EDOX 32 – EDOX 14

Main frame tubing: Cr-Mo steel 32/30mm

Wheelbase: 1,045 mm

Rear axle: 40 Ø mm, black, with 2 positions
adjustable ride height

Braking system: (CIK/FIA 132/FR/14)

Brake lines: braided steel, silver

Rear brake disk: self-ventilated fl oating rear disk, 
in cast-iron, 190 mm Ø, thickness 
16 mm

Front brake disk: self-ventilated, in cast-iron, Ø 160 
mm, thickness 11 mm with front 
magnesium brake disk carrier  

Rear brake caliper: Black anodized, special alloy forged 
caliper, 4 pistons, selfadjusting

Front brake 
calipers: 

Black anodized, special alloy forged 
caliper, 2 pistons, selfadjusting

Brake pump: Double-circuit brake master 
cylinder with aluminium oil 
recovery tank

Stub axle: 25 mm, hollow, with 10 mm 
precision ground king-pin bolt

Steering wheel: 2 colours, leather with embroidery

Wheels: Black magnesium wheels, low 
volume, 212-130 mm

Chassis set up: 16 positions adjustable caster/
camber pills, front ride height, 
adjustable Ackerman

DD2 MACH1 FIA9 D A03 DD2 MASTER HAASE EDOX DD2

 For more info visit MACH1 offi cial website www.mach1kart.com  For more info visit Haase offi cial website www.haase.it

JUNIOR MAX, MAX, DD2, DD2 MASTERS
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125 junior max, 125 max, 125 max dd2

Age: 13 - 16 years

Race class: national/international

Maximum performance: 15 kW/20,4 hp at 8.500 rpm

Maximum torque: 17 nm at 8,500 rpm

Weight: bare engine: 11.8 kg/26.0 lbs / with complete power pack: 23.4 kg/51.6 lbs

Special features: junior cylinder without exhaust valve

Power pack: Silencer, carburetor, fuel pump, engine, exhaust system, radiator, battery, 
battery box, cable harness, start button, on/off switch

Chassis compatibility: from 950 to 1,050 mm 

Age: 15 years +

Race class: national/international

Maximum performance: 21 kW/28.5 hp at 11,500 rpm

Maximum torque: 21 nm at 8,750 rpm

Weight: bare engine: 12.0 kg/26.5 lbs / with complete power pack: 23.6 kg/58.6 lbs

Special features: Cylinder with exaust valve

Power pack: Silencer, carburetor, fuel pump, engine, exhaust system, radiator, battery, 
battery box, cable harness, start button, on/off switch

Chassis compatibility: wheel base up to 1,050 mm 

Age: 15 years +

Race class: national/international

Maximum performance: 24 kW/32.6 hp at 11,750 rpm

Maximum torque: 20 nm at 10,500 rpm

Weight: bare engine: 16.8 kg/37.0 lbs / with complete power pack: 29.2 kg/64.4 lbs

Special features: Chainless drive system, 2-speed gearbox, operated by shift paddle from the 
steering wheel

Power pack: Silencer, carburetor, fuel pump, engine, exhaust system, radiator, battery

Chassis compatibility: wheel base up to 1,050 mm 

125 max junior

125 max

125 max DD2



HAASE s.r.l. - via Cascina Cervo, 16  Carpenedolo (BS) - Phone  +39 030 9966120   Fax +39 030 9966122 - info@haase.it
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Details make the difference

*Dealers enquiries welcome
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BrP- Powertrain and Korridas, official 
rotax distributor in Portugal and 
spain, will be hosting the rotax Grand 
festival, a race series for micro max 
and mini max drivers, to take place 
28th November through 1st December 
in Portimao, Portugal. the race will be 
organized together with the rotax max 
challenge Grand finals, and will be the 
first time ever that the Grand finals will 
host such a large event specifically for 
young drivers. 

Due to ciK rules the race is open only to 
spanish and Portuguese drivers, but it will 
be prepared and run with same image 
and concept of rotax max challenge 
Grand finals. Young drivers will come just 
with their helmet, and at the track they 
will find all the necessary equipment to 
do the race. the  chassis are supplied by 
Praga for those 34 drivers. 

the idea for this race evolved after 
Korridas organized a successful Grand 
festival in Portugal last year. We believe 
this will be a great opportunity to show 

the growth potential, the concept and 
the reliability of  the micro max category 
on an international level, as well as to 
promote this category within the young 
rotax drivers and teams in Portugal and 
spain. three months before the event, all 
the 34 places were filled, with at least 10 
more drivers on the waiting list. Drivers 
only need to arrive with their helmet, 
and BrP-Powertrain, Praga and Korridas 
will supply them with the Praga Piccolo 
chassis, engines, and tyres. even the 
overall will be supplied by Korridas and 
sponsored by sparco. Praga staff will also 
be on hand to help the drivers at the 
event. 

for the participants in the rotax Grand 
festival the event will start on Wednesday 
(28th) and this will be a unique 
opportunity for all of those young drivers 
(including parents and some mechanics) 
to have the first chance to participate in 
a world event and feel the Grand finals 
atmosphere as all the other 276 drivers. 
BrP-Powertrain will supply the same 
concept of tents for this category. the 

program of the event, including the social 
activities, will be running in the same way 
as the Grand finals categories. 

the final race of the rotax Grand festival 
will be very attractive as it is already 
proven that rotax micro max engines 
have an equal performance. Besides, 
there is quite a big group of drivers this 
season, who have fought for the podium 
from the first up to the last lap in all of 
the championship races. During the event 
in Portimão they will have even more 
passion and determination to fight for 
a place on the podium, that they will 
remember for ever.

i terms of marketing this race is also very 
positive for all of the supporters and 
promoter. BrP-Powertrain has supported 
it since the beginning, as this can be also 
a start for other similar races in the near 
future  (to follow the ciK rules; actually 
cadet drivers may attend in national races 
only - see article 18)

THE ROTAX GRAND FESTIVAL
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micro max

mini max

Age: 8 - 10 years

Race Class: mainly national

Maximum: 5 kW / 6.8 hp at 6,500 rpm

Performance: 8 Nm at 5,500 rpm

Maximum Torque: bare engine 11.8 kg / 26.0 lbs

Weight: with complete power pack 21.6 kg / 47.6 lbs

Special features: Junior cylinder without exhaust valve, radiator and exhaust that fit 
special kids chassis

Power Pack: silencer, carburetor, fuel pump, engine, exhaust system, radiator, 
battery, battery box, cable harness, start button, ON/OFF switch

Chassis compatibility: wheel base from 780 mm to 1,050 mm

Age: 10 - 13 years

Race Class: mainly national

Maximum: 10 kW / 13.6 hp at 8,500 rpm

Performance: 12 Nm at 7,500 rpm

Maximum Torque: bare engine 11.8 kg / 26.0 lbs

Weight: with complete power pack 23.6 kg / 52.0 lbs

Special features: Junior cylinder without exhaust valve, restrictors in intake manifold and 
exhaust socket

Power Pack: silencer, carburetor, fuel pump, engine, exhaust system, radiator, 
battery, battery box, cable harness, start button, ON/OFF switch

Chassis compatibility: wheel base from 900 mm to 1,050 mm

s p e c I F I c AT I O N s
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meritus.gp rotax scholarship 

Following the sensational 2011 Grand Finals, three Rotax Max Challenge 
racers received the chance to prove their talent at the “Rotax Scholarship 
Days” held in Sepang, Malaysia in mid January.

n occasion of the 2011 Max Festivals in Japan BRP-
Powertrain (Rotax) and Meritus.GP (one of the top 
Asian race organizations and winners of 34 Asian 
motorsport titles, including seven Formula BMW 
Asia/Pacific titles) set up a collaboration called the 
“Rotax Scholarship Days”.
Three Rotax MAX Challenge Grand Finals 

participants received the unique chance to test a JK Racing 
Asia Series Formula BMW car for two days at the beginning of 
2012 and show the racing world their readiness to take the next 
step in their career.
The purpose of the JK Racing Asia Series (formerly known as 
Formula BMW Asia from 2003-2008, and Formula BMW Pacific 
from 2009-2010) is to provide a platform to develop young 
karting talents towards their Formula 1 ‘dream’. The JK Series 
winner is awarded a test with one of the leading GP2 Teams, 
just one step from Formula 1. 
The GP2 test not only provides further motivation for JK 
racers to secure the JK Racing Asia title, but it also gives them 
an opportunity to understand what will be expected from 
them in their future careers. The goal of the Meritus/Rotax 
cooperation was to unlock new possibilities and challenges for 
the impressive amount of raw talent racing in the Rotax MAX 

Challenge worldwide. Rotax racers are proving their talent 
worldwide and it is only a matter of time before we see one of 
them sign a Formula 1 contract.

The tests held in beautiful Malaysia at the Sepang International 
Circuit, stage of the Formula One and Moto GP, gave the 
opportunity to showcase three of those talented races. The 
first ones to profit from the Rotax Scholarship days, powered 
by Meritus.GP, were two-time Grand Finals Champion Ukyo 
Sasahara and the two DD2 rookies Miika Laiho and Jules 
Szymkowiak. Besides the all-famous Junior class, young 
talents continue to enhance their skills in the fastest and 
most powerful Rotax category, the DD2 class. With its high 
performance, direct drive, two gear 125cc engine and the 
renowned shifting paddle configuration, this engine package 
offers the closest experience to Formula racing in the Rotax 
karting line-up.
After flying over to Asia, the drivers faced the challenge of
adjusting quickly to a different time zone, high humidity and
temperatures. Coming from Finland, this is a real challenge 
when faced with a temperature difference of almost 50° 
Celsius. But we are talking about professional and very 
talented drivers so it did not take them long to adjust. After the 

O
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seat fitting and equipment preparation, Formula racing requires 
the HANS safety system and fireproof racing equipment and the 
driver’s briefing.
The drivers had two days of testing. The first day was about getting
familiar with a single-seater formula race car, how to change gears,
braking techniques and so forth. Those sessions were run on old
tyres and times did not really matter; it was all about learning with 
the car and track. On the second day, every driver received a new 
set of tyres and they had to set their fastest laps. With changing 
weather conditions from dry to wet, this was a real challenge but 
each left a strong message.
All three Rotax scholarship drivers showed impressive
performances, each with their own personal highlights. Miika
Laiho, for example, an ex-Finnish ice-racing champion, excelled
in wet conditions and was only 0.3 seconds off the fastest time in
the session. He was on a faster lap before the red flag came out,
dashing his chances of setting the fastest pace in wet conditions.
In dry conditions, Ukyo set the fastest times. Ukyo was impressive
out of the box in his first test in a JK racing series car. His maturity
and attitude towards his racing are great. Another great quality is
his ability to listen and take in information. This was confirmed by a
statement from Meritus.GP President Peter Thompson: “We found 

we only needed to tell him something once.”
Jules Szymkowiak, a real rising star in the DD2 class, was able to
show his natural talent with very fast times as well. He will certainly
show his speed in the 2012 Rotax MAX Euro Challenge. As Peter
Thompson put it, “Jules has the raw natural talent to be great; he
now must learn to perfect and polish.”
BRP-Powertrain commented: “The love for this sport is pushing 
everybody to their limits. It all starts with passion and love for 
racing. Making it into the top series is dependent on many factors, 
but everyone who races karts learns so much more than just 
racing. This is what, besides all the intensity on and off the track, 
we always need to keep in mind.”

The tests were a great success for Meritus.GP, BRP-Powertrain
and the scholarship drivers Jules, Miika and Ukyo.
Everybody’s dream at this stage in their career is to race
professionally, to finally take the next step. Receiving this kind
of validation from an international racing team was very strong
feedback for all drivers. 

They will continue to pursue their goal. 
And so will Meritus.GP  and BRP-Powertrain.
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The three drivers who won the Rotax Scholarship at the 2011 Rotax Grand Finals in Al Ain were joined by up and coming kart stars such as Aston Hare, Ernie 
Vdwalt and Aidean Wright. Above, Finland’s Miika Laiho during his stint; Aston Hare telemetry study session with Meritus.GP data engineer.
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www.kgkarting.itwww.kgkarting.it

world karting accessories leaderworld karting accessories leader

GRAND FINALS 2012
PORTIMAO / PORTUGAL       28. Nov. - 01. Dec. 2012

visit our
merchandising shop

Grand finals clothing
limited edition 2012



M E R C H A N D I S I N G

12 months
subscription

cap

 cap + 12 months subscription = € 66.90*

 t-shirt/polo + 12 months subscription = € 74.90*

 t-shirt/polo + cap + 12 months subscription = € 82.90*

* delivery not included. Offer valid for Europe only; cost € 10,00. 

To send your order contact: info@vroom.it. Sizes available: Small, Medium and Large

polo

t-shirt

available on

www.vroomkart.com



 

 

 
 
 

2013 Rotax Winter Cup
06 - 10 February - Campillos, Spain
 
2013 Rotax Euro Challenge
Race 1. 27 - 31 March - Genk, Belgium
Race 2. 22 - 26 May - 7 Laghi (Casteletto), Italy
Race 3. 17 - 21 July - PF International, UK
Race 4. 04 - 08 September - Salbris, France
 
2013 Rotax International Open
23 - 27 October - Zuera, Spain
 
 
 
2013 RGMMC CALENDAR - all dates & venues subject to CIK/FIA 
and the World Motorsport Council approval

FOR ENTRY INFORMATION VISIT
www.rotaxmaxeurochallenge.com

Any Questions? 
Talk to us at the Grand Finals
2013 Rotax Winter Cup
06 - 10 February - Campillos, Spain

2013 Rotax Euro Challenge
Race 1. 27 - 31 March - Genk, Belgium
Race 2. 22 - 26 May - 7 Laghi (Casteletto), Italy
Race 3. 17 - 21 July - PF International, UK
Race 4. 04 - 08 September - Salbris, France

2013 Rotax International Open
23 - 27 October - Zuera, Spain

2013 RGMMC Calendar 
All dates & venues subject to CIK/FIA
and the World Motorsport Council approval

FOR ENTRY INFORMATION VISIT
www.rotaxmaxeurochallenge.com

Any Questions?
Talk to us at the Grand Finals




